The supplementary diagnostic power of selected immunohistochemical, molecular genetic and infective parameters in epithelial hyperplastic laryngeal lesions.
MIB-1 and p53 protein expression, loss of heterozygosity (LOH), microsatellite instability (MSI) of di- and mononucleotide repeats, and HPV status were tested for their potential to characterize different stages of epithelial hyperplastic laryngeal lesions (EHLL). Thirty-two EHLL were reclassified according to the Ljubljana classification into simple (SH), abnormal (AbH), atypical hyperplasia (AtH) and carcinoma in situ, and investigated by immunohistochemical methods, PCR and direct sequencing analysis. MIB-1 increased with progressive grades of EHLL, whereas p53 protein expression was distinctive only between SH and AbH. LOH showed increasing frequency with grades of the lesions, but the distribution of altered loci (9p, 9q, 10q, 11q, 17p) was not qualified to differentiate between the stages. MSI was detected in SH, AbH and AtH without clear correlation to histopathological grading. HPV infection occurred mostly in SH and AbH (both: 66.7%). MIB-1 labeling and allelic loss could assist histopathological diagnosis in the entire spectrum of EHLL, whereas the MSI results point to a genetic instability of the laryngeal mucosa in general and are therefore not helpful in the distinction of different stages of EHLL. However, future molecular genetic analyses should consider more late events of laryngeal carcinogenesis to improve their diagnostic potential. Furthermore, our results indicate that nonrisky and risky EHLL could probably be caused by different exogenous factors.